
Another dimension 
 

In another dimension, in the year of 2500, there was a world in which robotic fish lived. 

In this world there was a kingdom that controled everything, the kingdom of Metalian. 

A royal family inhabitated that kingdom: King Zeren, Queen Sona, Prince Saga and Princess 

Stelia. 

In the past, King Zeren had a human friend called Ritcher, who betrayed him and sent him to 

another dimension, where currently is the kingdom of Metalian. 

Zeren waited for a long time to get revenge from his old friend. So, he developed a very 

advanced technology to go back to the human dimension. 

The Queen had always supported the King regarding the invasion but his two children never 

agreed on that. 

On the day of the invasion, Zeren activated the portal and his whole kingdom entered. 

When he arrived there he was astonished by what he saw. 

The world of the humans had been dominated by mechanical big cats. 

Quickly, the king and his guard hid themselves and listened to some big cats talking about a 

human that was imprisoned in the king’s palace. Suddenly, they were found and surrounded. 

Sona told Zeren to go to the palace and she would fight alone against them. With a sad face, 

the king headed towards the palace where they found Ritcher, Zeren’s old friend who was 

seriously injured. When they came closer to Ritcher he explained the reason why he had sent 

his friend to another dimension. Zeren found out that Ritcher had already known about the 

invasion of the big cats and to save his friend he had to send him to another dimension. Zeren 

and his children cried because of that story and, in that moment, Leo, the king of the big cats, 

arrived and surrounded them. Zeren told his children to take Ritcher and to head towards the 

portal. Saga and Stelia took Ritcher and ran, crying. Zeren, to save his family and his friend, 

used his secret weapon and sacrificed himself, taking king Leo and his guard. Two years later, 

Ritcher and the kingdom of Metalian extinguished the race of the cats and the world of 

humans was free again. 

 

 


